
ВАРИАНТ 9 
I. Перепишите и письменно переведите на русский язык следующие предложения. 

Помните, что объектный и субъектный инфинитивные обороты чаще всего 

соответствуют придаточным предложениям (см. образец выполнения 1). 

1. The importance of chemistry for all sciences is known to be growing rapidly. 

2. The pulse method enabled thermodynamic equations to be formulated in a simple 

manner.  

3. We expect this young scientist's work to lead to a new discovery in the field of 

optics.  

II. Перепишите и письменно переведите на русский язык следующие предложения. 

Обратите внимание на перевод зависимого и независимого причастных оборотов 

(см. образец выполнения 2). 

4. The new equipment having been installed, the plant could increase its output. 

5. Applying modern industrial techniques our plant could achieve a greater 

production volume. 

6. Nobody having any more to say, the meeting was closed. 

III. Перепишите и письменно переведите на русский язык    следующие    сложные    

предложения.    Обратите внимание на то, как переводятся условные 

предложения (см. образец выполнения 3). 

7. If I were in your place I should recheck the results. 

8. It would have been risky to answer these questions by simple “yes" or “no” if they 

had not been verified by the experimental results. 

9. The sputnik will keep to its orbit provided it travels at the uniform speed of 8 

kilometers per second.  

IV. Прочитайте и устно переведите на русский язык с 1-го по 4-й абзацы текста. 

Перепишите и письменно переведите 1,2,3-й абзацы. 

MADE IN SPACE 

1. This label "Made in Space" for industrial materials will probably surprise no one in 

the near future. They may include superconductors, new kinds of alloys, substances with 

peculiar magnetic properties, super transparent laser glass, polymers, plastics and etc.. 

Industrial production of various materials is supposed to be started in space. Numerous 

experiments carried out at the Russian orbital space stations have proved it to be quite 

possible. It may be possible both to make new materials in space and also to obtain 

valuable scientific data for new highly efficient technologies on Earth. 

2. Conditions on board a space vehicle orbiting the Earth greatly differ from those 

on its surface. However all of these conditions can be simulated on Earth, except for one 

- prolonged weightlessness. Weightlessness can be created on Earth, but only for a few 

seconds. A space flight is another matter: a satellite orbiting the Earth is in a dynamic 

"zero-gravity state, i.e., when gravity is cancelled out by inertia. 

3. When produced under the zero-gravity condition the materials are proved to obtain 

the properties much better than those produced on Earth. Besides, it has been established 

that it is necessary to develop a new science - physics of the weightless state - which 

forms the theoretical basis for space industry and space materials study. This science 

has basically been developed. The methods of mathematical modeling of the hydro-

mechanical process under the zero-gravity condition have been created with the help of 

computers. 

4. Special space vehicles will also be needed for industrial production of new-

generation materials. The acceleration rate on board these vehicles is proved to be 



reduced to the minimum. It was found that space platforms in independent flight carrying 

the equipment were most suitable for producing materials. These vehicles will have to 

use their own propulsion systems to approach their base orbital station after a certain 

period of time. The cosmonauts on board the station will supervise the process and 

replace the specimens.  

 

V. Прочитайте 4-й абзац текста и ответьте письменно на следующий вопрос: 

What kind of special space vehicles for industrial production of new-generation materials 

will be needed? 


